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EDITORIAL 
 

If there is such a thing as a silly season for editorials, then this is it. I have recently moved back to 

London after changing jobs, and I have also been preparing for a few weeks abroad, all of which has left 

little time even to think of this padding! 

 

There is no 'Mendip News' or 'Club News' in this issue, as activity since the last reports is continuing on 

much the same lines. However, members are always up to something, not least going to France, Spain, 

Ireland, Yosemite (not to cave, but it deserves a mention), and Ireland. Digging fever has spread, and 

results should not be far around the corner (or through the sump, up the rift, or wherever). 

 

 

 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
 

Dear Al, 

 

The last Wessex Journal sparked off in me a train of thought on the subject of irresponsibility in caving. 

Thus: 

 

I visited G.B. Cave in 1963, as a novice, and I do not see in its present condition any general 

deterioration. Most of the wanton damage to stal there is near the entrance and pre-1963. The fact that the 

UBSS and others chose at one time to fill the place with the kind of artificial aid only novices or casual 

visitors ever really needed is directly responsible for some of this damage. Yet we apply to UBSS for 

digging and photographic permission. Irresponsible? 

 

A responsible Bristol club was recently alleged to be digging with compressor and drill in order to find 

the back-door to Otter Hole. No comment on this was made by Frank Baguley in his news-sheet, just a 

statement that it was taking place. I do not know whether you can imagine Otter Hole as a 'through- trip'; 

the 'physical challenge' the high-speed challenge; the dash to catch the tide? Or perhaps it is just a matter 

of an 'easy way to the stal. ' Do the members of WCC find this irresponsible? 

 

I have heard it said that John Parker (GOCAF) on learning that 'unofficial parties' (whatever they may be) 

were entering Ogof Craig-a-Ffynnon, took explosives and blew in part of the entrance. I took part in 

laying some of the tapes in this cave and witnessed the slipshod manner in which this seemed to be 

carried out. Plenty of tape - and no thought behind it. The reported damage caused by 'official' parties was 

predictable and was in fact predicted. 

 

I do not know what is wrong at Craig-a-Ffynnon or at Charterhouse. I do know that both areas are 

controlled by access agreements of one kind or another and that these arrangements are biased in favour 

of certain groups. I do know that the controlling bodies are apt to critcise all but their own membership. I 

suspect that the controlling bodies account for most of the visitors and by extension perhaps most of the 

damage. I believe most sincerely that those who would wish to restrict the rest of us in the interest of 

personal or, well, tribal aggrandisement, have somehow to be removed. This is a long process. It does not 

do anything to save Otter Hole. 

 

There is only one satisfactory solution at Otter Hole and that is commercialisation. No other way will do. 

Those who do not agree should visit it now, then again in five or six years, by which time it will be too 

late of course, and ponder on the fact in the context of whatever may be considered the best decorated in 

1988. If they do get a back entrance, it is done for. 

 

Yours, Bob Lewis 
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LONGWOOD THE RENOLDS PASSAGE EXTENSION 
 

Pete Moody 

 

Cheddar has the largest rising on Mendip, drawing water from as far away as the Tor Hole area in the east 

and Pinetree Pot in the north. Draining the south flank of Blackdown to Cheddar are the swallets Manor 

Farm, Read's Grotto, G.B. and Tyning's Farm. Longwood is the principal sink in this line. It's catchment 

area is far greater than any other Mendip swallet and although Bristol Waterworks have capped one of the 

major springs at the head of the valley the cave is often extremely wet. The entrance to Longwood is 

187m above the resurgence and 2700m from it. The system is a classic, it has everything; crawls, climbs, 

chambers and galleries, formations and a very fine stream way. The first explorers must have been 

euphoric and the adrenalin must have flowed when 30m after entering the Great Rift at -107m they found 

the already large stream augmented by another cascading in. The way opens out to 3m x 4m and looks set 

to continue all the way to Cheddar! Disappointment is around the next corner; the passage rapidly 

degenerates to a hands and knees crawl and ends at a miserable stream sink in mud and cobbles. A flood 

overflow on the right leads to a narrow, awkward rift, snaggy and tight. Efforts to extend the cave have 

centred on the Oxbow region, which is supposed to equate to St, Paul's Series in Swildons - a gateway 

into major old fossil passage (Atkinson 1967). The Mendip Caving Group have toiled at this site for many 

years without any great success. The only serious attempt to open up the stream sink was made by the 

Wessex in 1966 and they did not get very far. The flood overflow, Renolds Passage, received very little 

attention at all until recently. 

 

The surveying partly turned back in Renolds after 60m and many cavers today get no further. With the 

limit of exploration neither pinpointed by map nor described in an easily obtainable account, confusion 

often arose as to how far the passage had actually been pushed. In similar circumstances in Yorkshire 

there have been occasions when cavers have unknowingly passed a ‘final' squeeze into new territory; in 

Longwood, the opposite has happened. All too frequently people have claimed to have extended Renold's 

beyond 60m but have done nothing of the sort. The most notorious of these 'discoveries' was made by 

Brian Lewarne of the Plymouth Caving Group in 1973. Although the published accounts (Lewarne '73 & 

'74) were more restrained than the stories put about on Mendip, everyone came to believe that at least 

100m of new passage had been found, ending at the head of a wet pitch where a boulder blocked the way 

down. Following up the initial breakthrough, the PCG did several trips down Longwood to bang at the 

boulder but apparently without success as no further progress was reported. The discovery sounded 

exciting but all who tried to visit the extension were stopped by the squeeze at the start of the new 

passage. Many were sceptical that anyone could have passed the squeeze, which was extremely tight, 

however, the constriction was short and the roar of a large stream could be plainly heard. It seemed just 

possible that some of the Plymouth's small boys may have pushed through and the only way that anyone 

was going to verify the claim was to bang out the squeeze. 

 

An enthusiastic Wessex team, Alan Mills, Dave Walker, Paul Hadfield, Alison and myself started work in 

May 1977 and it only took us a couple of days to see our way through the squeeze. On the far side, the 

passage dropped a metre or so (the pitch?) and widened sufficiently for one to be able to crouch up and 

turn around. We had to turn because there was no way on - the rift ahead was only about 10cm wide for 

as far as we could see. The Plymouth's claim may have been refuted but there was no denying that roar of 

water; the sirens' call made us determined to reach it. 1977 saw ten blasting trips down Renold's. Progress 

was slow - the rift descended steeply and had to be extensively widened. By December we had made 9m 

and still we could not see any increase in the passage size although from the thunder of the water we just 

knew it must open up around the next bend. 

 

1978: The breakup of the team. Dave was able to come on a few trips at the start of the year and Al 

continued to provide some welcome financial support towards the cost of the explosives, Paul offered 

some feeble excuse about it not being possible for him to commute from Canada. Alison and I were 

forced to depend increasingly on help from whoever we could recruit from The Hunters on a Friday night. 

That year we gained another 14m in fourteen trips. The passage levelled out, became less high and still 
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gave no indication of opening up. The crash of water beckoned us on. 

 

A respite from Renold's came in 1979. During the very bad weather of March the blood products factory 

(glue, maggots, etc.) north of Manor Farm was unable to dispose of it's waste. The story goes that The 

Bristol Waterworks gave them permission to dump on the surrounding land. Unfortunately, recent 

gripping in the fields caused rapid run-off into the Longwood catchment. The stream literally flowed red 

and a sewage fungus established itself in the nitrate rich water. The whole valley stank. The cave was 

completely impossible; if anyone could tolerate the smell, the thick covering of slime from the fungus 

made the climbs extremely dangerous. It took about four months for the stream to run clear again and 

another month for the floods to wash the fungus from the cave. The effects of the pollution can still be 

seen in the upper series of the cave where the iron in the blood has stained the rock and formations black. 

By the time the cave was pleasant to visit again, Alison and I had become involved in work in Swildons 

and had little time for Longwood. Only managing four trips down Renold's, we made no significant 

progress that year. 

 

By 1980, help underground was no longer required. Alison and I had become extremely efficient at 

forcing Renold's. A trip to the end of Longwood and back took us five to six hours, the majority of that 

time spent in Renold's. Once the workface was reached, all the loose rock from the previous blast was 

cleared using a crowbar and hammer. It was not necessary to pull back and stack the debris because the 

passage was high enough for us to crawl over whatever we pulled down. Two one-pound charges were 

used on each trip. This involved a certain amount of overkill in the amount of rock shattered but ensured 

that progress was made every time. Shot holes were not drilled, instead the explosive was tamped with 

clay obtained from a passage at the head of Renold's and braced in place against the cave wall with 

furniture springs. The charges were connected to a 50m length of heavy duty, two strand multi-filament 

copper wire, kept permanently strung out in the roof of the passage, and fired from the safety of Fanny's 

Rift (above the Plymouth's squeeze). The results of the explosions were examined on the following trip. 

 

A major effort was made to try and reach the stream that year. In the four months March to June we put in 

thirteen trips to Renold's. The going was not easy for although the passage was more level than it had 

been it continued very narrow and became lower. In May the trips were particularly trying, the passage 

was only 10cm wide, 50cm high and was half filled with water. As we progressed through the duck 

however, the way began to open up and on June 7th we broke into a rift a couple of metres high. The new 

turning space was most welcome as previously we had to back up 15m before we could pass one another 

or turn to go out. The passage was still very narrow but began to drop steeply and hopes were high for the 

breakthrough. It was not to be. After gaining four metres in depth we were able to look off along a level 

rift, impossibly tight for as far as the eye could see. 

 

Working beyond the ducks we became increasingly concerned about the danger of flooding. The thunder 

of water was now so loud that the noise filled the whole passage. The sound frequently seemed to come 

from behind you and you would turn your head expecting to find a flood wave bearing down on you. 

Despite the hazard posed by the installation of the automatic pumps on Blackdown (Smart & Hodge, 

1978), we never once experienced a flood pulse. We did, however, often see evidence of severe flooding 

in lower Renold's. After moderately heavy rain we would find foam and flood debris lining the roof of the 

passage even where it is three or four metres high. That this was not solely a result of water slowly 

backing up was shown by the banks of silt and large rocks moved down the passage. The low section 

before the duck frequently had to be dug out before we could get through. We became ultra-cautious 

about the weather when planning trips to the far end of Renold's and all visitors are advised to do the 

same. 

 

Work continued throughout the summer and autumn and our previous work was rewarded on November 

29th when the goal came into sight. Some way off, perhaps seven metres or so, it was difficult to tell, was 

the source of the noise - a wall of falling water. With the unsettled winter weather now upon us we had to 

be content with getting in trips to Renold's whenever we could. On February 7th 1982 the bang wire was 

once again not long enough to reach from Fanny's Rift to the workface. This was a real nuisance. The cost 
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of new wire of the necessary quality was prohibitive and moving the firing point down the passage had 

been tried and found to be unworkable; the bang fumes came swirling up the passage to envelope us 

before we could climb back up Fanny's. The only remaining solution was to tag another length of wire 

onto the main line. This was not very satisfactory. The more joins there are in the wire, the more chance 

there is of a misfire. Already one length of wire had been added to the Fanny's Rift end where the 

possible source of trouble would be close at hand. This time, with the breakthrough so near, we decided to 

avoid the hassle of moving the wire and gamble that a join on the far end would not cause problems. 

While I worked on the wires, Alison forced her way on and found that she could pass the point we were 

to bang and that the way ahead was open. A few minutes work with the lump hammer and I was able to 

join her. The rift, now l½m high by 25cm wide, led quickly to the main stream. One of the sustaining 

dreams of the project was that whatever happened downstream we would find a route going upstream 

towards the sink. No such luck. Crawling along the passage we found the stream issuing from a hole one 

metre up the left hand wall. The water filled the 30cm high rift, blasted across our path, smashed into the 

opposite wall and crashed off down the passage. Trying to avoid drowning, we passed The Squirt with 

difficulty. Out of the confines of Renold's, life did not seem any easier. After 10m a tight water chute 

cannoned the stream into what looked like a sump. With trepidation Alison crawled down the passage to 

discover it was only an undercut; a very narrow slot led upwards to the left and gave access to the main 

rift again with the stream flowing off into the distance. Thoroughly intimidated by the power of the winter 

stream and the long haul back in mind, I suggested a retreat. 

 

The next week we were back pushing on from the slot. Two more undercuts were passed, thankfully 

without desperate squeeze as with the first. Beyond, the walls of the rift soared out of sight but a few 

metres further on we were confronted by a forbidding sump. The water is still, black and deep and the 

underwater passage feels relatively open. As yet the sump is un-dived. A reconnaissance trip last April 

had to be aborted when high water prevented us from safely passing the final undercut. The way on over 

the sump is blocked by mud. Climbing above the stream way the rift was found to become too narrow at a 

height of about 8m although the roof could still not be seen. Several trips were made in an attempt to 

force a route up directly before the sump but without success. The end of the cave is very draughty and 

there is obviously a way on at high level - it just requires finding. 

 

The survey of Renold's was completed in three trips using hand held Suunto clinometers and compass, 

read to the nearest degree, and Fibron tape read to the nearest decimetre. Rich Websell helped on the first 

trip and Andy Cave with Andy Sparrow started surveying in from the stream sink until being stopped 

after only three legs when their Abney level (borrowed from the Wig) disintegrated. It was not only the 

BEC's equipment that suffered. After the first trip the Wessex's old clinometer had to be replaced. We 

used the Club's new tape in it's swanky leather case on the final trip, giving it, metaphorically, a baptism 

of fire, as by the end of the day it was unusable. As will be appreciated, the difficulties in surveying 

Renold's were considerable, however, we took every care in our readings and the narrowness of the 

passage prevented any significant station position error, so we feel justified in claiming the survy to be 

BCRA grade 5 standard. A Hewlett- Packard 45B was used to compute the station coordinates and to 

draw the preliminary line survey. The compass was checked for magnetic deviation. 
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Renold's Passage from the stream sink to the end sump is 200m long and drops 51m. This takes the 

explored depth of Longwood (including the sump) to 175m and thus the deepest on Mendip and the fifth 

deepest in England. Looking at the league table of Britain's deepest caves, Longwood stands out as one of 

the four single entrance caves in which it is possible to go down further than 160m without recourse to 

diving. It is a thought that as such it is deeper than classics like Penyghent and Lost John's. In OFD, 

which heads the table at -308m, like in so many other multiple entrance caves there is never any feeling 

of depth, no sense of remoteness, measured in the effort required to get out there - is always an entrance 

not far away. The same cannot be said of Renold's. The new extension may not be everyone's idea of a 

good trip but it offers a challenge the severity of which many would not expect to find on Mendip. 
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CAVING ON A COACH TOUR - 1982 
 

Paul Weston 

 

One of the benefits of belonging to a proper caving club such as the Wessex is that there is likely to be a 

range of diverse resources which members can call upon to enliven the most unpromising situation. 

Confronted with the need for a more economic holiday than last year's excursion to the Orient, the lady of 

the house and I settled this year for a coach tour of the Pyrenees. News of this arrangement caused some 

mirth at Upper Pitts, but as I began to map out the direction that the tour was to take, some obvious 

opportunities became evident. A quick search in the library produced some interesting information in 

'Grottes et Canyones', as did enquiries of Jeff Price and Chris Milne. We took the simplest of caving gear 

and boots in a cardboard suitcase. 

 

Our tour took us to three areas of the Pyrenees; to Viella in Spain, to Andorra La Vella and to St. Lary-

Soulan in France. On the second day in Viella we went on a long organised outing in Jeeps which at least 

gave us a chance to get the lie of the land. Late in the afternoon on the return to Viella, and about ten 

minutes driving time from our hotel, I spotted several largish holes high up in a rock face on the opposite 

side of the valley to the road. These clearly needed investigating and so the following day we set off from 

our hotel in our best caving grots, clutching a plastic carrier bag containing helmets, a torch, matches and 

candles, and a camera to record any startling finds. After about twenty minutes walk following the river, a 

high rock face appeared above the tree line to our left, which seemed to coincide with what we had seen 

from the road. A climb up through bushes and trees brought me to the high rocky outcrop which was of 

loose, broken shale - not the best material to be looking for caves in, nor for that matter to be scrambling 

about on. However, I did find three openings before being driven down by a terrific storm. The first and 
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largest hole I investigated was spotted from below and required a short scramble up a loose slope. My 

heart began to race as I got nearer. The entrance seemed huge - visions of The New Wessex International 

Master Cave momentarily took over from reality. Would the candles give enough light for a proper 

investigation? Had we enough film? Then, as I pulled myself up to the entrance and stood up, the cave's 

vast total length of twenty feet revealed itself! Still, it is six feet high at the entrance and six feet wide. It 

was dry and dusty inside; a hole in shale. Two more were found, equally disappointing, and I think there 

are at least two more. That evening our 'finds' were celebrated at the local bar with cognac and Tortilla 

Bocadillos - sort of crusty omelette rolls. Great plans were afoot for our move to Andorra, for it is within 

striking distance of the Ariege. Minor hassles occurred about hiring a car in Andorra but by mid-morning 

of the second day, we were off, heading for Tarascon and the show caves of Lombrives and Niaux, and 

the Grotte de Sabart. Our car, a Renault 20, was hired for £17.50 per day plus £85 deposit, from a dealer 

In St. Colonna - there was no mileage charge and the hiring contract was in Catalan! 

 

We had a busy day visiting Tarascon, finding out where carbide could be purchased and looking for a 

good bookshop for a copy of 'Grottes et Canyones' as well as testing out the local toilets and bars. For 

carbide, no. 8 Quai de L'Ariege is recommended (8 francs per kilo), and the people in the bookshop at no. 

4 are equally helpful. Carbide was unavailable on our first day in Tarascon but as we had the car for two 

days we decided to return the following day and meanwhile concentrated on the show-caves, hoping at 

least to locate the entrance of the Sabart. 

 

The carbide shop and the local tourist office sell copies of the local caving clubs' various publications, 

which appear very professional but cost upwards of 25 francs. On a hot day, Tarascon is a lovely town in 

which to sup ale by the Ariege, watching the world go by and the swifts spiralling in the warm air. 

 

Our visits to the Lombrives and Niaux show-caves were very interesting. Each trip lasted well over an 

hour and a half, accompanied by guides. Each cave appears to have been left in a very natural state by the 

omission of concrete paths and walkways except where essential. In the Lombrives, lighting is kept to a 

minimum and where handrails are needed, the only concession we saw were short lengths of conduit and 

chicken wire to catch the unwary! 

 

The young female guide, complete with small hand-torch, kept up a constant description of the cave and 

its exploration. The impression was of a cave of very large dimensions with equally impressive stal, 

curtains and bosses. There is a lake which fills up in winter, a long walk through a low gallery and a huge 

chamber. From the entrance, across the valley can be seen numerous caves. In the Niaux, all lighting 

except hand lamps has been banned for the tripper - eight lamps per party of twenty are issued and only a 

limited number of trips per day are allowed. The cave is famous for its paintings of horses, bison and 

dear. Only one lamp at a time is allowed to shine on them to prevent deterioration and they are well 

fenced off. Those that have not deteriorated are so clear that it is difficult to imagine that they were 

painted thousands of years ago. 

 

The next day we set out again for Tarascon, an hour and a half drive. We did not locate the entrance of 

the Sabart the day before and since then almost everywhere we looked seemed to sprout cave entrances! 

Surprisingly, we found it very quickly. The Ordnance Survey type map that was displayed at Niaux 

showed the Sabart to be very near Tarascon on the Vicdessoss road and opposite a factory. As per Jeff 

Price's suggestion, we parked well away from the car scrap yard nearby, but all the access paths now 

sprout 'private property' notices so we scrambled up through the woods to the huge entrance arch. Here, 

carbide was pounded to 'Premier size', a necessary chore due to the large lumps of are supplied to French 

cavers for their 'gobblers'. A good hour and a half was spent searching for the way in, a smallish crawl 

through old, dry stal. and a flat-out squeeze were found, but not the obvious way in. We retreated to 

another entrance, a low archway at ground level amongst bushes, and we were in. A howling draft from a 

chimney on the left and probably another small entrance on the right threatened to blow the lamps out but 

once past that, we were into an area of huge, blackish stal - columns, curtains and bosses. A roll of film 

was quickly used up and we all too soon ran out of time. On a coach tour, one thing the intrepid explorer 

is always short of; time! We did not get into the Grand Salle as we hoped but nonetheless had an 
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enjoyable time in other parts of the cave. Several days later we were at the Gavarnie on a coach trip, and 

had three hours to get up to that great 1200 ft waterfall, AND back to the village and the coach! I mention 

this trip for the speleological history of the area, as on the Spanish side lies the ice cave, the Grotte 

Casteret, while on the French side lies the Grotte Devaux which feeds the great 'cascade'. 

 

Off the beaten track, we walked up to that great limestone wall through beautiful meadows in which wild 

irises, flowering cacti, orchids, gentians and scabiouses abound - truly a most beautiful and wild area. 

Now a Wessex coach tour to the Gavarnie, that would be something! 
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CHARTERHOUSE CAVING COMMITTEE 
 

Phil Hendy 

 

Over the years, the CCC has unfairly gained the reputation of being a body which exists to make difficult 

access to certain popular Mendip caves. As a result, vandalism of the locks on the caves has been rife, 

particularly by those who believe that because they are 'cavers', they automatically have the right of 

access to all caves. 

 

The area covered by the CCC agreement covers the Bristol Waterworks Company land at Charterhouse, 

around G.B. Cavern, and part of Cheddar Gorge. The caves involved are therefore G.B., Longwood-

August, Rhino Rift, Read's Grotto, Reservoir Hole, and Charterhouse Gave. A few years ago, Bristol 

Waterworks sold off part of its acreage, and so Bone Hole no longer appears on the schedule. It is worthy 

of note, however, that the agreement covers all sites of speleological interest within the area, such as 

Tynings Farm Swallet, Great Swallet, Timber Hole, Longwood Valley Sink and Toothache Pot. 

Therefore digs must also be covered, including underground sites such as Renolds Passage. 

 

Historically, CCC was set up at the request of Bristol Waterworks to be a single body responsible for 

maintaining caving access to their land; the Waterworks obviously found this better than dealing with 

many individual clubs. The committee was composed of the major clubs active on Mendip at the time 

and, although over the years there have been some changes, there are currently eleven member clubs, 

each having one vote, and entitled to hold cave keys for their own use or to issue to visitors. 

 

The Charterhouse Caving Committee is required to hold its own third party insurance, indemnifying the 

Waterworks against any claims made against it, and also covering the CCC against claims for damage etc. 

made by the BWW. Each member club has its own similar policy. All cavers entering Waterworks land 

are required to hold a current CCC permit to prove indemnity. The holder of the permit is required to sign 

it to the effect that he agrees to comply with the rules of the CCC. 

 

Keys to all the Charterhouse CC caves can be obtained from member clubs or from the CCC Secretary. 

Exceptions are Charterhouse Cave, where a leader is required, and Reservoir Hole, to which Willy 

Stanton holds the key, and this too usually requires a leader who knows the cave. G.B. Cavern is 

administrated by the UBSS. They receive an annual subvention from the CCC in respect of maintenance 

of fixed aids. 

 

None of the Charterhouse caves are suitable for novices, particularly in view of the number of 

unrestricted caves on Mendip suitable for novice use. There is in any case a minimum age limit of 

sixteen. For conservation reasons the use of carbide lamps is prohibited, and the maximum party size is 

limited. 

 

Digging is allowed in the CCC area. It is necessary to apply to the Committee (or the UBSS in the case of 

G.B.) who will then clear the access with the Waterworks. Potential diggers should say if they intend to 

use explosives. A report of progress should be made to the annual meeting of the CCC. Failure to do so 

could result in the Committee assuming a site to be abandoned, and allowing somebody else to dig there. 

These arrangements apply to both surface and underground digs. 

 

Finally a few points on behaviour. Some caves, particularly Longwood, are close to tourist-trodden paths. 

Bristol Waterwoks requires that the caves are kept locked at all times, including when a party is 

underground. To help here, G.B. is being fitted with a self-closing lock which can be opened from the 

inside without a key. Cars should be parked sensibly, and in view of the recent spate of break-ins, if 

valuables are to be left in the car, they should be locked in the boot out of sight. Close gates, do not 

damage fences or Water Board equipment. Remember that since the installation of automatic pumps, 

Longwood Swallet can suddenly increase in flow regardless of the prevailing weather. 
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This may all seem like a lot of old bull, but the system has worked very well over the years. The 

Charterhouse Caving Committee exists to liaise between landowners, Bristol Waterworks, and all cavers. 

Irresponsible behaviour could lead to the permanent closure of some classic Mendip systems. 

 

 

 

 

THE WORKS OUTING 
 

Sanity Clause 

 

Friday 25 June, and a motley crew descended on Burrington. They purported to be from an institution in 

Wells, but the discerning eye could identify the leader of a crew dedicated to pre-weekend caving, plus 

the Chairman of a Priddy cave club, among others. An assortment of dogs completed the bizarre 

gathering, which ascended to Goatchurch laden with cooking utensils and crates of beer. 

 

Once at the cave entrance, most of the crew lit candles, while a few cracked chemical light-sticks to test 

them from the MRO. The attire of the assembly was strange, causing them to look like a mass escape 

from a turn-of-the-century workhouse. Thus, bowler hats, deer-stalkers, flat hats and plus-fours were in 

evidence, held up with belt and braces and lengths of knotted string. Jacket and tie were also sported by 

some. 

 

With great joy, the party entered into the unknown. With little speed, it progressed until the eyes were 

accustomed to the shadow less candle-lit gloom. The intrepid few slid down the chasm called the Coffin 

Lid and made their way to the Drainpipe. Voices from the far end informed us that another party was 

beyond. Respectfully, we sat to one side while they passed on out. Their headgear was strange to behold; 

red plastic hats with new-fangled, smelly 'cardboard' lamps. They must have been members of a new 

political party, because one of the hats had a gaudy ‘STP’ sticker on it. 

 

Like a line of geriatric caterpillars, we went to the end of the Drainpipe, lit a candle to show we had been 

there, and returned. All of the candles went out in the crawl, which probably proves something. Pausing 

in the Water Chamber, we listened to a lecture delivered to a crowd of young lads by a middle-aged 

gentleman, also sporting a red plastic hat and cardboard caving lamp. His theme was 'Safety 

Underground', and it was clear that our ragged appearance disturbed him. He directed some meaningful 

glances in our direction! Although we did not understand what he was inferring, we left, collecting the 

non-intrepid who had stayed to recuperate in the Boulder Chamber, and made our way out of the cave. 

 

Portable stoves were filled up and hot dogs and hamburgers were prepared. Full bottles in the crates were 

rapidly replaced with empty ones. One of the dogs amused us by chewing a light-stick - the resulting 

luminous jaws which appeared, slavering, in the dusk, were not a pretty sight. Soon, as the sun went 

down and the midges came out, the party returned to their cars, and civilisation as we know it, viz., the 

Hunter's. The 1982 Friday Nighters' Midsummer silly trip was over. 
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BOOK REVIEW 
 

Steve Gough 

 

NORTHERN CAVES: VOLUME TWO, PENYGHENT AND MALHAM 

VOLUME THREE, INGLEBOROUGH 

Both by A & D Brook, G M Davies, M H Long 

 

These guides fulfil a dual role, both telling the visitor where the caves are and what is in them and also 

providing a summary of the present state of exploration. To make a few general points first, it must be 

said that the standard and clarity of the text is in the opinion of the reviewer unrivalled. Many of the 

descriptions in both guides are simply reproduced from the first edition which is generally no bad thing. 

The descriptions continue to make no specific reference to S.R.T. which is again in my view sound as 

parties competent in S.R.T. will sort out belays for themselves and need only to know pitch lengths. 

Those who believe that novices should learn on S.R.T. will not agree. In any case, a guide should be 

about where to cave and not how to. The new colour coding is attractive, but the binding seems little 

improved. 

 

Volume II £2.95 

The Brants Gill Master System has not yet been discovered and major finds in this area have been hard to 

come by, no doubt partly owing to access difficulties. Ribblehead has been transferred to this volume (to 

make room in Volume IV!) and here there have been a number of interesting finds. 

 

Volume III £3.25 

There is much interesting new stuff in this one, including Marble Pot, Roaring Hole (440ft deep with four 

short pitches) and Lizard Pot. Many of the great challenges remain with the systems feeding Granite 

Quarry Risings and Austwick Beck Head continuing to be elusive, as is major horizontal development at 

depth in the Newby Moss area and the Great Douk-God's Bridge route - now a grade IV dig! However, 

the surveys of Gaping Gill and Ingleborough now cross and the connection may be a reality at least for 

divers by the time this review appears. 

 

In conclusion, if you are interested in caving in the Dales, buy both. 

 

 

FROM THE LOG 
 

27 Feb 1982 E Rehfeld, I Schellhammer, J Wootton, I Jepson, Woody (Werner?). Falkensteinerhohle 

(Baden-Warttenburg), as far as siphon II. Water level surprisingly low and hence less dramatic than 

anticipated. 4hrs. I.J. 

(Fancy going all the way to Germany to catch 'Flu !) 

 

3 April Jim Hanwell's Three Gorges Walk - Burrington, up via West Twin Swallet, Cheddar, Ebbor. Jim 

plus twelve others and two dogs. Looking at main geological and speleological sites in the valleys, as 

well as some historical points of interest. P.H. 

P.S: Very enjoyable, thanks, Jim ! Repeat or similar again sometime please? I.J. 

 

21 March Swildon's Nine; The Bad Lands. Pete, Alison, Annie, plus Phil Dunk, Liz Price and Brian 

Woodward. We got through the squeeze which previously only Alison had passed but found the way 

through to the base of the aven very constricted. Alison got through, and after a lot of work with crowbar 

and hammer I was able to follow. The way on at the base of the aven quickly closed up and choked. The 

aven was climbed for 30' to where it began to pinch out - this may be worth another look sometime but 

the area seems to be exhausted. P.M. 
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28 March Longwood Al Taylor, Dave Cave, Pete and Alison. We took a set of diving kit to the end of 

Renold's for me to have a preliminary dive in the sump. Thirty feet from the sump, we found the airspace 

too small to use. I could have gone through with the bottle but then there would have been no one to line 

me into the sump so we carried all the gear back out again. A complete waste of time, we will have to 

wait until the cave is drier. P.M. 

 

27 March Swildon’s Glyn Bolt, Gordon Wright, Julie Wootton, Ian Jepson - to dig in Vicarage. Fair 

Progress. 6½ hrs. I.J. 

 

3 April Swildon's Nine Pete and Alison, Annie, Phil Dunk and Dave Cave-Eyland. Spent several hours 

looking for a digging site in Seven, Eight and Nine. We didn't find one. Apart from the climbing to be 

done, the only good prospect appears to be the end of the thrutch tube. P.M. 

 

17 April P Hann and Ian Jepson cured the blocked drain at the Mud Sump, with the aid of ½lb of plaster 

gelatine, and by the sacrifice of the Wessex furgling iron. I.J. 

 

20 April P Hann and J Scott to Mud Sump to clear up after the bang on the 17th. There are now two drain 

holes; the original and a small hole in the back of the first dam. Both take water as fast as we could bale 

it. 2½ hours. P.H. 

 

26 May Alveston Dig Under the direction of A Clarke, various diggers cleared most of the writer's debris 

and mud to reach the end of our last year's efforts. The Wessex was much in evidence, viz: Annie, Al, Al, 

Sandie, self, Steve, Graham and Trevor. Our water tracing efforts of last month, to three outlets, all 

proved negative, despite sampling over many days - due no doubt to a short dry spell that reduced the 

water intake to the swallet to about one litre per minute. Could this burst of activity have anything to do 

with Pete and Alison's? Annie and I also had bad news tonight - our efforts to obtain digging rights at 

another nearby swallet have come to nought. P.W. 

 

30 May King Pot, Kingsdale. 

 

Cave entered 09.20 

First man out 19.50 

Last man out 20.05 

Total stops ½hr below Bloodaxe on way in 

 1 hr below Bloodaxe on way out 

 (Hot beans, ‘Dropdead’ coffee, and strawberries for afters) 

No. in party Three Wessex + four MNRC/RHUST 

 

Lower sections of the cave contain some unusual formations, but generally little decoration on main route 

through. The cave contains a fine selection of all the usual caving obstacles, through squeezes to free 

climbs, forming in all a very sporting trip in good company. G.B. 

 

(This log entry also has a useful description of the rigging of the pitches) 

 

3 June Alveston Dip; Alan Clarke, Annie and self. On arrival at the digging site we were amazed to find a 

small, one foot deep pool of, WATER; Shit! this is where we want to dig ! No amount of poking could 

get this annoying substance away. Much talk about 'development', or rather lack of it, produced the 

decision to work directly ahead instead of down. We have apparently produced a nice basin for the water 

to collect in below the normal stream level. To make a more comfortable working area, Alan hammered a 

neat 'bang' hole, which we plan to fill next week. All this technical stuff is of course assisting Miss 

Lavender in her caving/digging education! P.W. 


